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Some quizzes! WOO-HOO!!!!
you can find out what Condemned character you are, and stuff like that!
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1 - Condemned Personality Quiz version 1
PLEASE KEEP TRACK OF YOUR ANSWERS! YOU WILL BE ADDING UP POINTS IN THE END!
1.Someone corners you somewhere and threatens to kill you! Do you:
A) Destroy them in the most brutal and painfuly bloody way possible - no one will see us anyway,
because if they do, I'll kill them too! (1)
B) Offer for them to, instead of threaten you, JOIN you in your quest for revenge. (5)
C) Warn them to not piss you off.... or they'll regret it! (2)
D) Go in way over your head, and insult them... oh my god, what were you thinking? (3)
2.(The dreaded question) What's your favorite color?
A) Blue... there's something so spiritual about it... (0)
B) Black and white... LIKE MY SOUL. (1)
C)I agree with B, but that doesn't mean I'm like him! Grrr.... (2)
D) This question is in EVERY quiz... It's starting to get tedious, I'll think I'll skip it. (3)
3.How would your friends describe you?
A) Sweet, and very protective over those I care about. Of course, I have to watch my temper... (0)
B) Friends? (1)
C) If I HAD any friends, they could definetlly call me crazy, and hard to handle. I'm also pretty much a
control freak. (2)
D) Easy to talk to, and caring (3)
4.What kind of music do you listen to?
A) Folk. It's nice and relaxing for when you're in those troubled times... (0)
B) Alternative. I especially like those bands that are soft, like Coldplay, and Death Cab For Cutie. (1)
C) Classical. There's just something about it that makes me smile... ah, the good old days... (2)

D) I don't listen to music. Mostly, though, I'm forced to listen to Alternative crap... please make the
noises go away... (3)
5.What kind of movies do you watch?
A) I'm not a movie person... (0)
B) Comedy. I like to laugh when I'm given the choice to. Unless the jokes are terrible, and the movies
sucked. Then I demand a refund. (1)
C) I like horror. Especially those bloody SLASHER movies... with extra BLOOD... and VIOLENCE....
meheheheheheh.... (2)
D) Anything but Disney. Oh how I LOATHE singing happy animals... (3)
6.What kind of clothes do you wear?
A) I don't wear anything, YOU WEAR ME!!! AHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! (0)
B) A nice suit. Of course, I can always go for a white tank top with jeans as well... (1)
C) Clothes? (2)
D) Just a T-shirt and jeans... It's pretty comfortable. (3)
7.Where do you live?
A) in a home in the city. (0)
B) IN YOUR BRAIIIIIIN!!!!!! (1)
C) With a friend :) (2)
D) alone, hidden away from the eyes of others (3)
8.Choose your weapon:
A) a gun. And uh... more guns... (0)
B) nice, sharp, REALLY long claws. Just call Mr. Stabby! (1)
C) A pocket knife, but if I REALLY have to, then I guess I would... I would....... :( (2)
D) Attacks on a person's emotions, and sanity. I also work with objects of mind control, and brain
benders. If things get a little too intense, I'll start throwing MYSELF in there! (3)
9.Out of these video games, which do you prefer?

A) Overlord. I like it when my mindless minions slaughter a whole town... heheheheheheh... (0)
B) Wii Play. Nothing too violent, and I can race COWS! WHAT OTHER GAME DOES THAT?! (1)
C) Elder Scrolls: Oblivion. I like the fact that I can choose my own path, and not be forced into anything.
(2)
D) Manhunt. *singing* I get to be an insane villaiiiin... I get to be an insane villaiiiin... like i already am...
>:D (3)
10. When you hear the name "Sonic"...
A) A good guy. He makes me feel wanted, and I'm a little more attached to him then some people... (0)
B) ARRRGH!!! I HATE HIM!!!! HE ALWAYS PUSHES ME BACK WHEN I'M SOOO CLOSE TO
GAINING FULL CONTROL OF - uh.... heheh... did I say that out loud? (1)
C) just another annoyance who's trying to make Eclipse feel like he's special... hmph! He will be a
pleasure to kill! (2)
D) A good friend. He's pretty nice, and I like the fact that he can cheer up just about ANYBODY. (3)

Alright, you're done! Now add up your score (the numbers are next to each answer)!
IF YOU GOT 0-10, YOU ARE ECLIPSE!
You have a deep inner turmoil,
and that demon inside you does NOT help!
On a brighter note, you are very loyal
and protective of your friends and family.
You can get angered pretty easily,
and when that happens, everyone
else had better watch out! Although
you stride in the path of light right now,
you can be easily pulled into darkness.
Try to avoid violent thoughts,
and explosive fits of anger.
IF YOU GOT 11-18, YOU ARE CONDEMNED!
Ahh! You are pure evil, banished to glide
over earth forever! Of course, you can
still force yourself into other people's
lives, and corrupt them to get what you want.
Try to avoid cheerful people, or you may
throw up in disgust. Go for the angry ones,
for their dark thoughts and actions will

feed you and allow you to grow stronger!
IF YOU GOT 19-24, YOU ARE ROSETTE!
You are a bright personality who enjoys
seeing happiness in others. Unfortunatly for you,
you can get very upset when you see someone you
care about hurt, or turned against you. Although
you are the peaceful sort, a gun here and there
is a smart way to go. Try to avoid evil psychotic
control freaks like Condemned.
IF YOU GOT 25 OR ABOVE, YOU ARE MR. INDERRETTA!
Scheming, smart, and pretty dang evil, you are "cruel"
with a capital "C"! You will not allow ANYTHING
to stand in your way when you carry out a plan. You prefer
hurting someone emotionally, and watch them bathe in sorrow,
then hurt someone physically, and watch them writhe in pain.
Instead of trying to fight your enemy, turn him/her against
his/her friends, and watch the drama unfold! Try to avoid
people who can foil those plans you worked so hard on to
create. Actually, no. Control your weakness.
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